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1. (SINF/SK) Tasking: Original tasking data sheet in ops officer 
files. No additional inst.ruct.ions received. 

2. (S/NF/SK) Session: This was t.he second session in which source 
worked this t.arget.. Very few additional data were produced, however, 
what lit.t.le became available seems to be subst.antive. Strong AI 
("pressure on inner ear") slowed the session down considerably. 

3. (SINF/SK) Summary: The object (see 05May87 session) has its 
origin at the bunker and seems t.o go up from t.here, into space, and back 
down to eart.h into t.he target area. This area is open and similar to a 
rocky, desert environment. The form of the object. as it enters the 
target. area is Hlike a meteor". At some point. above the ground, t.he 
object. produces a brilliant., blinding whit.e flash accompanied by 
t.remendous pressure/shock waves which spread out in a 360 degree pattern 
from a point. beneat.h t.he objects trajectory. This effect is not creat.ed 
by an;expl?s!on", but through some combination of forces (unknown to 
~ource)~-like the "Tunguska event.". The perpet.rators of this event. felt 
relieved t.hat. it was not a failure, but also felt. t.hat it. produced 
unexpected, unusual or confusing results. [Not.e: Source's post.-session 
percept.ions were that "something originating at the bunker was bounced 
off a sat.ellite to the target, but. t.he object itself follows t.he path of 
an arc. Also, have t.he feeling that the object leaves t.he atmosphere 
and then reent.ers it. somewhere along the arc"]. 

4. (SINF/SK) Feedback: Monitor comment.ed t.hat source may be 
"looking at. somet.hing new"'st;fB'al~s difficult.y with data 
objectification. 
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